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Introductory Spanking 
Naked and ready for sissyhood, Penelope Pansy is once again 

standing in front of Mummy Governa Raj, waiting for her 

reintroduction to sissy hood through the ancient traditional means 

of an extended over-the-knee spanking and paddling. Mummy 

Governa ridicules the sissy, a sissy in a man suit. She gazes at sissy’s 

nappy area, an area that every man should be proud of, an area that 

can give endless pleasure to a Lady, but it is not a man who stands in 

front of her - it’s a sissy, a pathetic, humble, humiliated sissy, a sissy 

who is a disgrace, a sissy who knows it is totally unsissy-like to have 

even a speck of hair in the nappy area. Yes, the nappy area for sissy 

is to be a fully nappied, totally incontinent sissy baby. Mummy’s 

instructions were simple, so simple that even a sissy should be able 

to follow them: 

Keep the nappy area totally clean and smooth at all times. 

Wear pink panties 

Ensure your small pathetic tiny teat is no more than one inch 

long. 

Sissy, needless to say, could do none, not even one. She tried, 

of course, but was a failure as always, an abject failure. Mind you, the 

teat was probably only extended out to its maximum three inches!  

Sissy places herself over the knee of Mummy. She knows that 

it is 30 full minutes of spankings, scoldings and verbal abuse. Her 

future life laid out in front of her, 30 full minutes over the knee of 

Mummy all interspaced with spankings. Spankings and scolding, 

scolding and spanking, upwards of 200 spanks in the 30 minutes all 

to be polished off with a sharp quick paddling. Finally, it is all over, 

her pert bottom red hot from the spanking, not too hard but a 

constant non-stop rhythm. While still in position, the over-the-knee 

sissy baby is told she will never be spanked nor paddled ever, ever 

again. No, in future, all punishment thrashings will be with the yellow 

strap or cane, Even her maintenance spanking will be with the yellow 

strap. No room for dilly-dallying, no room for ambiguity, the strap or 
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the cane, nothing else. She is ordered off the knee, told to kneel on 

the floor and to put her head down to prepare to be re-introduced to 

the yellow strap. Three strokes follow from the instrument that will 

be forevermore close to her bottom.  

Even then, she is not finished. Each and every day at morning 

nappy time she will get one full-force stroke of the cane as her 

constant daily reminder to be respectful to all Ladies, to please, 

honour, worship and respect all Ladies, to constantly be subservient, 

obedient and courteous in their presence. She braces herself for the 

first stroke of a lifetime, once a day, 7 days a week, 52 weeks of the 

year, 365 days a year. One daily lash of the cane as a reminder of her 

duty! She prepares herself for the stroke. She hears the swish of the 

cane, the dreaded practice strokes and then she feels the cane strike 

her derriere. Her soft delicate sissy bottom is now on fire from her 

beating. She has never had a cane stoke like it before. She hates it, 

and it hurts more than she can imagine. She cries and looks forward 

to her sissy dresses, her frillies, her bonnets, petticoats and smocks 

for Penelope Pansy is a fragile loveable sissy who will always be 

obedient.  

Finally, she is warned that extreme disobedience will merit a 

one-hour caning or strapping. Should she ever, ever be found to have 

interfered with her nappies, should she make any attempt to escape, 

should she ever be very, very naughty, then one full hour of the cane 

will ensue.  

After a quick cuddle, it is time to shave and wax sissy’s nappy 

area. Mummy must denude the sissy. It is frightfully unhygienic to 

have an unshaven poopy, wet nappy area. The submissive, obedient 

and still naked sissy is led to the bathroom for initial preparation. 

Firstly, Mummy runs the bath, then she lies the sissy down on the 

floor and soaps up the nappy area before gently shaving all 

remaining nasty hair away. Mummy takes great care not to hurt her 

infantile delicate cute sissy baby. She places wax strips over the area 

to remove all final residue of hair. Sissy whimpers as the strips are 

removed, but baby knows it is for the best, and knows it is to help 

her be a good sissy, to help Mummy keep the nappy area clean and 
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free from rash. Fifteen minutes later, a soft hairless, smooth, waxed 

and shaved sissy bottom and the nappy area is ready. Sissy is then 

treated to a luxurious, smooth, sweet-smelling hot sissy bath, with 

lots of bubbles, suds and scents. Sissy dreams of her sissy hood and 

all the delightful clothes she will wear as Mummy sponges her clean, 

the last vestiges of man hood being washed away forever. Her 

Mummy is so kind, generous and gentle. Eventually, the sweet-

smelling sissy in transformation is ready for the next step. 

However, before the next step, one more critical thing has to 

be done. A sissy baby is there to pleasure the Ladies, not herself. A 

real sissy baby like Penelope Pansy must never be able to pleasure 

herself in her nappy, never again. Creamies are to be strictly 

forbidden. Sissy is destined for chastity. Forevermore, her teeny tiny 

teat is to be locked away, pleasure always to be given with the 

tongue, never with anything else. Penelope Pansy will worship the 

Ladies' feet, breasts and that most sensitive of places, a Lady's vagina 

but in particular, the sissy baby will become an expert at 

worshipping a Lady's bottom, but only with the tongue and nothing 

else but her tongue. Her teensy teat has to be locked away under wet 

and soiled nappies, never to escape. Ecstasy is to be the Ladies' 

prerogative only, to be brought on by an expert, sensuous sissy 

tongue.  

Mummy Governa Raj pours ice-cold water over the tinkle and 

watches it shrink before her own very eyes, shrinking into 

nothingness. Another cube or two such that the microscopic tinkle 

teat is barely visible to the eye. Mummy encases what’s left in the 

black leather pouch. She teases Pansy about never seeing her teat 

again, about how the key will be lost forever. This time, Mummy will 

make sure there is no escape from the pouch. It will be fastened 

down to the very last hole such that there can be no escape and then 

the key will be thrown away, destroyed so that sissy has no hope of 

release. Teat and plums are gone forever until the castration doctor 

comes to make them really gone forever, to make Penelope Pansy a 

true sissy! Mummy bids sissy to take one last look at her teat before 
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it is locked away and eventually, at long last sissy is ready for her 

nappies, plastic panties and frillies. 
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General Sissy Dolly 
The red-bottomed naked sissy crawls after Mummy to the 

nappy room. Mummy soothes the sore bottom. She introduces sissy 

to the nappy. She tells her that she will never ever be out of nappies, 

she will be permanently swaddled in huge thick nappies. She makes 

sissy kiss the nappy and promise Mummy and the nappy that she will 

love her nappies, that she will make wee wee and poo poo in her 

nappies. Sissy faces the nappy and solemnly promises to do wee wee 

and poo poo in the nappy. Mummy rubs rash cream all over the soft 

smooth nappy area until it is a sea of white cream, and that special 

rash cream smell pervades the entire room. Mummy tapes her sissy 

baby into the first disposable but then orders sissy to turn over and 

kneel up on the changing table.  

“Be a good baby and make your wee wee, that’s it, nappies are 

for wee-wees, you must always be wet so do your wetties into your 

nappy.” 

As baby opens up and floods her nappy Mummy praises and 

cuddles the wonderful sissy baby.  

“Now Penelope Pansy, do your poo poo. Yes sissy, for you are 

to be permanently wet and soiled, always to have a dirty poopy 

bottom. Off you go and do your poo poo! Make a big poo poo mess in 

your nappy for Mummy. What, no poo poo coming? well just this 

once I will let you away with it, but it will come sissy, mark my words, 

an immediate wetties and poo poo into every fresh nappy. A sissy 

baby to be permanently swaddled in both wet and soiled nappies.” 

Mummy bids sissy to lie down again before expertly taping a 

second disposable into place soon followed by two thick terry 

nappies plus of course the plastics. Firstly, thick crinkly tight-fitting 

plain plastic pants after which a soft pink plastic panty is rolled up 

over the great huge mass of padded baby bottom. Again, Mummy 

encourages sissy to start wetting and pooping her nappies and to get 

used to being swaddled in thick wee-wee-filled nappies. Nappied and 

pantied, Mummy prepares sissy for her sissy dolly make over.  
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First up is the corset, pink of course, specially designed to 

keep the sissy tummy in, to allow for the massive expansion of the 

hips which of course will be exaggerated by the nappies. The 

hourglass is back in fashion for sissy babies. Mummy measures the 

naked sissy waist. 33 inches she tells sissy baby. “My goodness! Way 

too high for a baby. Between corsetry and the special wee wee diet, 

sissy will soon be down to 26 inches, not an inch more. She tightens 

the beautifully inlaid pink garment such that sissy is down to 31 

inches before letting sissy see herself in the mirror. The sissiness is 

beginning to shine through, and Mummy begins to see the reward for 

her work. 

Next, before all the frillies, has to be the makeover. The sissy 

baby dolly-in-waiting is led to the bathroom, sits down in front of the 

mirror and takes delight as Mummy carefully and subtly does the 

makeover -  face masks, foundation, light makeup, eye liner, false 

eyelashes, lipstick, long false finger nails plus of course a light pink 

nail polish for both hands and toes not to mention hand creams, 

moisturisers, lotions and other sissy whatnots. It is all there, a 

veritable sissy baby dolly feast! But all done to perfection, not too 

much, not too little. This is a gentle and caring beautiful sissy baby 

not a sissy slut so everything is obvious but nevertheless 

understated. It takes a while for Mummy to get the desired look but 

eventually, the sissy is ready for her wonderful petticoats, dresses 

and bonnets. Mummy selects a pair of pink tights and rolls them up 

sissy’s legs followed by a huge pair of ultra frilly bloomers designed 

to cover the massive expanse of nappied bottom. Next up is layer 

upon layer of petticoats before finally, it is a sumptuous pink frilly 

dress and matching pinny. Masses of white frills, ribbons and lace 

cover the adorable dress that is a perfect fit for a sissy dolly.  

Sissy feels delirious in her wonderful outfit, the shame of her 

already wet thick nappies already forgotten. Mummy gives her a big 

cuddle before rolling elbow-length gloves up baby’s arms. Now the 

wig and bonnet need to be selected. Mummy struggles to make up 

her mind about which is more adorable - the huge pink wig adorned 

with ribbons or a simpler blonde wig with simply the most divine 
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biggest bonnet sissy has ever seen. Mummy eventually opts for the 

wig and bonnet reserving the option to change at a later date. Last 

but not least is the shoes. Flat pink sissy baby shoes or perhaps as 

this is a sissy baby dolly a shoe with a heel is appropriate. A shoe with 

a heel is selected, not too high but enough to make sissy training 

poses and walking difficult, enough to make life a little bit more 

difficult for the sissy baby dolly.  

At last, the baby dolly is ready, the supreme sissiest baby dolly 

the whole world over. 

  


